
A LEVEL ENGLISH POETRY ESSAY

Edit: I made a prose version of this guide. Hi Following some discussion on the A- level English study group (which you
should definitely join, by the way) I.

Students should brush up on the literary terms that are used to describe the formal elements of poetry so that
they are able to cite aspects of the poem as evidence for their points and explain the effects produced. What
effects do they create? These Romeo and Juliet characters should print well on A4 or A3 paper. Here are six
steps to help you to analyse a poem: Step 1: Subject. Crucially, the student should adopt an inquisitive and
critical reading stance and pay attention to every choice the poet has made in the creation of their poem. What
is the subject matter? This response may help anyone who is struggling to structure a poetry essay, which
compares two poems. Are rhyming couplets employed? What are the different emotions being conveyed? Are
they male of female? Language When writing about poetry, the focus should be on the language that the poet
uses. Thinking about the ideas, attitudes and feelings expressed in the poem can be a handy way into getting a
hold on its content. Try to read the poem aloud, because poems can often have a range of sound devices that
can alter the poem's meaning. What events occur in the poem? What literary devices are used and what do
they signify? Poems are unwieldy beings which throw up all sorts of images, ideas, associations and emotions.
Here, planning is key. What images do they conjure up? Alliteration, assonance, adjectives and adverbs should
all be scrutinised. Rhyme, metre and stanza organisation are all key here. Is there a uniform number of beats in
each line? Why the poet has chosen this structure? Step 5: Form. Is the poem written in first person? Equally,
writing an essay on poetry can prove a creative and engaging task. The video annotations in particular, will
help you consider all features of the poem. Who is it written to? Step 6: Feeling. Introduction: Ideas, Attitudes
and Feelings In the introduction to a poetry essay, it is important that students signal that they know what the
poem is about. It can be helpful to visually group together similar lines in a poem and see where the tone,
language or subject matter shifts and changes. What is the poem about and why? Several poems have been
annotated to assist your poetry analysis. Download for free now. Is the rhyme regular or irregular? For
example, are there lots of objects that have to do with the world of work, or the beach, or wealth? Conclusion
Just as every essay should always have an introduction, a conclusion is also mandatory. Before you analyse a
poem in detail, it is important to read through the poem several times. Plenty of students find it useful to
follow a set plan to order their thoughts. Step 3: Tone. Step 2: Theme.


